SAP SUPPORT SERVICES
Overview of SAP Support Services available as a component part of SAP Value Assurance
This document provides descriptions of the SAP Support Services which are available as a component of the SAP Value Assurance
Services. The selection of Service(s) is determined between the Technical Quality Manager (TQM) or designated SAP resource and
Licensee and documented in the engagement plan.
Planning, Orchestration and Safeguarding
Planning the Digital Transformation
This service supports an end-to-end plan of the customer’s digitization strategy based on SAP solutions. The service can start
with the creation of a strategic road map and can end with the concrete transformation planning of an SAP implementation
project. This service combines the applicable portions of best practices, solutions, and trends, along with business needs, to
derive a customer-specific transformation road map driven by customer-specific values, risks, and efforts risks, and efforts
which are all focused on the customer’s SAP landscape.
Assurance for Cloud Onboarding
This service provides cloud project planning, formal reviews, and support from SAP subject matter experts for each project
phase (i.e. Prepare, Explore, Realize, and Deploy). The output of the reviews and support will be a report with
recommendations.
Value Assurance Foundation
This service provides support for the set-up of SAP Solution Manager for SAP Value Assurance engagement delivery and
Agile methodology/tool coach support as appropriate.
Safeguarding the Digital Transformation
This service assists with functional and technical validation of core business processes with respect to business and IT
requirements, as well as an identification of risks.
Transition to Operations
This service provides guidance on the IT support processes, tools and teams required for the customer to more safely and
efficiently operate the implemented SAP solution in its environment following go-live.
Architecture Transformation
This service supports the customer developing a multi-year digital transformation roadmap including specific technical
architectures, sizing efforts, required IT infrastructure, mapped SAP software components and best practices for
implementation, deployment and technical risk mitigation.
SAP Architecture Point of View
This service will provide an architecture point of view of Licensee’s current enterprise architecture identifying potential
architecture transformation of specific solution and/or technology focus areas. The service will: (i) review/document
Licensee’s requirements, (ii) present an SAP perspective which may include an SAP industry reference architecture, and (iii)
provide recommendations, templates and approaches, as appropriate, to support the refinement of Licensee’s target
architecture.
Business Process Insights and Improvement
This service provides analysis to identify process inefficiencies and delivers recommendations to support the setup,
configuration and enablement of the customers SAP Business Process Intelligence solution(s).
Prerequisite: SAP Business Process Intelligence.
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Design
Platform Design Support
This service provides a detailed conceptual view of the technical on-premise architecture and infrastructure (hardware
platform, HA/DR solution or review of existing solution, and if required data scaling solution) for the SAP solution based on the
initial design defined in the pre-requisite technical architecture workshop and additional input from the customer.
SAP Extension suite support to keep the core clean
This Service supports extending the Customer’s core business applications with the SAP BTP, including software architecture
concepts, basic security concepts, systems integration, and considerations for productive usage of applications on the SAP
BTP.
Replatforming support to make the core clean
This Service supports Customer through the process of identifying suitable custom applications to be replatformed to the SAP
BTP.
Data Migration Design Support
This service provides guidance on defining the data migration requirements for SAP solution consolidations, transformations
and implementations.
Build Design Support
This service covers relevant functional design activities during the implementation of SAP solutions. Guidance is provided to
design and document customer’s SAP target solution based on the functional scope identified in the planning phase of the
project.
Analytics Design Support
This service provides guidance on how to utilize and implement SAP products for analytics and enterprise data warehousing
and the integration with the customer IT infrastructure.
Integration Design Support
This service provides guidance on the technical design for integration between SAP and SAP/Non-SAP systems in the
context of SAP S/4HANA.

Custom Code Management
This service helps promote more efficient and effective custom code management. This service provides an analysis of all
phases of the customer’s custom code lifecycle, followed by the creation of customer-tailored custom code management
optimization road map proposal and may include implementation support. It covers classical custom code analysis, the
custom code impact analysis and a comprehensive custom code remediation execution support.

Any references to best practices, optimization or innovation are not intended to suggest identification or resolution of all such
opportunities or maximum improvements or any specific outcomes.
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www.sap.com/contactsap
© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company.
The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice. Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors. National
product specifications may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and SAP or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP or SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services, if
any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty.
In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any related presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This
document, or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or platform directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be
changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for any reason without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. All
forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. All other product
and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. See www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark information and notices.
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